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ABSTRACT Deep learning has been widely used to fuse multi-sensor data for classification. However,
current deep learning architecture for multi-sensor data fusion might not always perform better than single
data source, especially for the fusion of hyperspectral and light detection and ranging (LiDAR) remote
sensing data for tree species mapping in complex, closed forest canopies. In this paper, we propose a new
deep fusion framework to integrate the complementary information from hyperspectral and LiDAR data
for tree species mapping. We also investigate the fusion of either ‘‘single-band" or multi-band (i.e., full-
waveform) LiDAR with hyperspectral data for tree species mapping. Additionally, we provide a solution to
estimate the crown size of tree species by the fusion of multi-sensor data. Experimental results on fusing real
APEX hyperspectral and LiDAR data demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed deep fusion framework.
Compared to using only single data source or current deep fusion architecture, our proposed method yields
improvements in overall and average classification accuracies ranging from 82.21% to 87.10% and 76.71%
to 83.45%, respectively.
INDEX TERMS Deep learning, remote sensing, data fusion, hyperspectral, LiDAR.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the framework of sustainable forest management, there
is a need for reliable data on forest parameters such as
tree species composition, stand diversity, forest vitality and
timber volume. Currently, data acquisition in many regions,
e.g., Flanders (Belgium), is done by time-consuming and
labor-intensive field campaigns. The development of auto-
mated tree species classification algorithms is a typical exam-
ple that is not only the area of interest to researchers but
likewise to forest organizations and management agencies.
Recent advances in the remote sensing technology offer the
potential to facilitate and improve this information acqui-
sition. In particular, hyperspectral (HS) images provide a
detailed description of the spectral signatures of ground cov-
ers, whereas Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) data
gives detailed information about the height of the same sur-
veyed area. HS imagery, covering the visible, near-infrared
and shortwave-infrared bands with wavelength ranging from
0.4µm to 2.5µm [1], can be used for detailed quantitative
analyses, e.g., determination of chlorophyll or water content
in leaves, thus to discriminate tree species [2]–[4]. LiDAR
data, offering the three-dimensional position of each reflect-
ing point, can be applied straightforwardly to estimate tree
height or parameters like biomass [2]. Much more informa-
tion about three-dimensional objects can be provided by full-
waveform LiDAR data, as it records the time-varying signal
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of laser pulses, hence enabling better modeling of the vertical
structure of vegetation stands compared to discrete return
LiDAR data [6], [7].
Many studies have investigated the use of either HS image
alone [3], [4] or LiDAR data alone [5], [6], [13], [26] for
forest applications. The use of single data source might not
be sufficient for a reliable decision making, for example,
the optical hyperspectral data is unable to provide 3D infor-
mation of plant height and canopy structures, while LiDAR
data can. On the other hand, it is very difficult to differentiate
tree species with the same height by using LiDAR data alone,
while HS data can. The complementary information from
LiDAR data, once combined with spectral information, can
provide a more comprehensive interpretation for tree species
mapping. Recent advances in sensor techniques benefit the
acquisitions of HS and LiDAR data from the same study area,
boosting technique development of multisensor data fusion
formany practical applications [2], [12]. Holmgren et al. [14]
exploited fusion of multispectral imagery and LiDAR data
for tree species classification. Offering much higher spectral
resolution, hyperspectral images provide significant improve-
ments on tree species classification over the multispectral
images [12], resulting in the extensive use of hyperspectral
imagery for tree species classifications.
Koetz et al. [11] exploited the use of Support Vector
Machines (SVM) to fuse LiDAR and HS bands for fuel com-
position classification, reporting better classification perfor-
mances from fusion than from either single sensor alone. [12]
combined HS and LiDAR remote sensing data for the clas-
sification of complex forest areas in a novel classification
system, where multiple classifiers were used to properly
integrate multi-sensor information. A random forest model
was presented in [23] to automatically fuse HS and LiDAR
data for classification of eight common African savanna
tree species. Reference [23] found that some attributes (e.g.,
tree species height) from one data source once integrated
with the complementary attributes (like spectral informa-
tion) from the other data source can significantly improve
the classification performances. Reference [21] presented a
kernel learning model to cope with fusion of heterogeneous
features from both HS and LiDAR data, where the similar-
ity of different feature sources were modeled by Gaussian
kernels (with bandwidths varying for different scale fea-
tures). Yokoya et al. [22] proposed a framework to assess
the landscape visual quality by comparing the physical fea-
tures learned from the joint use of HS and LiDAR data
with the human-perception-based expertise. The approach
of [20] fused spectral features (the first few principal com-
ponents of the pre-processed hyperspectral data) and sizes&
shapes of individual trees (derived from the LiDAR data
after individual tree-crown delineation) for Japanese Com-
plex Mixed Forest. Coillie et al. [19] transferred both hyper-
spectral and LiDAR data to PCA domain, then combined
PCA features incrementally from both data, and selected
the optimal feature set based on the best accuracy for the
final classification. Buddenbaum et al. [49] integrated HS
and full-waveform LiDAR images for tree species and tree-
age classification. Their fusionmethod firstly transformed the
three-dimensional matrices containing mean LiDAR inten-
sity values in voxels above ground into multi-band image
files (i.e. full-waveform LiDAR images), then normalized HS
and full-waveform LiDAR images into the same scale, finally
obtained the classification map by concentrating the two
normalized data sources together as the input of classifiers.
In a high-resolution remote sensing scene, the footprint of
an landscape object typically contains more than one pixel,
indicating that a high spatial correlation is expected between
neighboring pixels. Many approaches generate additional
spatial (contextual and structural) information from the HS
and LiDAR data, and then incorporate them to improve the
fusion process. Geometric information (derived from LiDAR
data through image segmentation) was integrated with the
spectral information (from HS data) for the classification of
urban areas in [10]. A simple and directional method for
multi-sensor data fusion is to concentrate multiple feature
sources together as the input of a classifier, which are widely
used in remote sensing. For example, in [24] and [28], contex-
tual and structural information were first extracted from both
HS and LiDAR data by using morphological attribute filters
(MAFs) [15], then fused in a stacked architecture for classi-
fication. Despite its convenience, fusion by simply stacking
multiple feature sources together may lead to the curse of
dimensionality problem and excessive computation time [29].
A graph-based fusion method [29] and its generalized ver-
sion [30] were proposed to couple dimensionality reduction
and feature fusion of the spectral information (of the original
HS image) and morphological features (built on both HS and
LiDAR data). Reference [31] proposed a new framework to
fuse HS and LiDAR data for classification of cloud-shadow
remote sensing scenes, where spectral and geometric features
(modeled by MAFs) were joint used together to perform
classification separately in the cloud-free (classifier is trained
by the available training samples) and cloud-cover regions.
To obtain the new samples to train classifier under cloud
regions, they assumed that multiple features sharing the same
class clusters. Reference [33] proposed a total variation based
fusion method to project high-dimensional multiple features
(extracted by extinction filters [34]) into a lower feature
space, while preserving smoothness and spatial structures.
Multiple vegetation indices were derived from both HS and
LiDAR data, and jointly used together as the input of the
random forests classifier in [35] for dryland shrub charac-
terization. Object-oriented methods [18] were developed to
fuse HS and LiDAR data for the segmentation of tropical for-
est remote sensing scenes. Per-pixel (e.g., vegetation index)
and object-based features were extracted and integrated in
a parallel way for HS LiDAR data fusion [29], in which
unsupervised and supervised classification approaches were
combined.
However, fusing multi-sensor data for tree species map-
ping remains challenging. To achieve better performances,
conventional fusion methods typically extract and select
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discriminative features from multi-sensor data by exploiting
signal processing technologies and data analysis strategies,
such as principal component analysis [29], morphological
operators [30], image segmentation [10], spectral metrics
(water absorption, various vegetation indices, etc.), as well
as domain specific features of the sensor data (e.g., gradients
and flatness profile for LiDAR). Extracting these features
often requires domain expertise, prior knowledge, and human
labor, e.g., fine-tuning of parameters for image segmenta-
tion or the availability of specific spectral bands for spectral
metrics (e.g., the vegetation indices). Furthermore, optimiz-
ing the combination of multiple handcrafted feature sources
(features that are extracted from separate images according to
a certain manually predefined algorithm based on the expert
knowledge, e.g., vegetation indices, morphological features,
etc.) [17] and feature extraction methods increases compu-
tational complexities. Deep neural networks [39], [41], also
known as deep learning, have recently attracted increasing
attention in many applications [39], [41], [50]–[52], ranging
from image/video processing and classification, to text/audio
classification. Deep learning, as its powerful learning ability,
can automatically discover an intricate structure of the data.
Multiple level features can be learned from the raw data by
deep learning layer by layer, of which the whole process
includes feature extraction, feature selection, feature fusion
and classification. Therefore, deep learning may provide an
alternative solution to not only learn joint feature represen-
tations from raw data sources automatically, but also fuse
decisions adaptively through its deep-layered structure for
the final decision making. Its recent applications in remote
sensing can be found [25], [36], [38], [40].
The main objective of this paper is to analyze deep learning
fusion of multi-sensor data (HS and single band LiDAR, HS
and full-waveform LiDAR data) for tree species mapping.
Different from image level data fusion (e.g., pansharpen-
ing [53]: fusion of pan/multispectral and hyperspectral data
to enhance the spatial resolution of hyperspectral data), this
paper focuses on feature level data fusion (aiming at fusing
multi-sensor data for better classifying different tree species).
Specifically, we analyze current deep feature fusion architec-
ture (by stacking multi-sensor data together as the inputs of
deep neural network) for tree species mapping. Despite of the
simplicity of such deep feature fusion methods, we show in
this paper that current deep feature fusion architecture leads
to some unexpected and undesirable results for multi-sensor
data fusion, and it is often better not to use it. Therefore,
we propose a two-stage deep learning method for fusion
of HS and LiDAR data. Different from current deep fusion
methods, our proposed method first obtains the possibility
maps from each data source (first stage). In the second stage,
we then learn the joint representation of multi-sensor data
by feeding both obtained possibility maps as the input to the
deep neural network. We also investigate the classification
performances that can be achieved by fusion of single-
band LiDAR and hyperspectral data, and by fusion of full-
waveform LiDAR and HS data. Last but not least, we exploit
the use of the multiple scale features to see the performances
on multi-sensor data fusion, as well as to analyze the diam-
eters of tree species crown. Experimental results show that
using a single data source, hyperspectral data produces the
most accurate species maps, while full-waveform LiDAR
outperforms single-band LiDAR data. With the proposed
two-stage deep learning fusion method, we demonstrate that
fusion of single-band LiDAR data with HS image has sig-
nificant improvement over current fusion methods even on
fusion of full-waveform LiDAR and HS image. The rest of
the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce
the study area and remote sensing data. Section III details
the fusion method, including current deep fusion framework
and the proposed fusion method. Experimental results and
analysis are discussed in Section IV. Conclusions are drawn
in Section V along with the future work.
II. STUDY AREA AND REMOTE SENSING DATA
A. STUDY AREA
The study area with central point coordinates 51◦4′3.51′′N
– 3◦2′21.35′′E is located in the forest reserve Wijnendale in
the western part of Belgium, see Figure 1. This forest reserve
belongs to a 280 ha large forest area and covers approxi-
mately 66 ha. The forest reserve exists since 1996 and is
subject to an intensive monitoring programme of the Institute
of Nature and Forest Management (INBO). The agency’s cur-
rent policy features removal of exotic species and promoting
spontaneous development processes, which should result in
close-to-nature forest. Species composition (see Table 1) is
dominated by common beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), copper
beech (Fagus sylvatica L., ‘Atropunicea’), pedunculate oak
(Quercus robur L.), common ash (Fraxinus excelsior L.),
European larch (Larix deciduasMill.), poplar (Populus spp.),
and sweet chestnut (Castanea sativaMill.). Sycamore maple
(Acer pseudoplatanus L.) and alder (Alnus spp.) occur in the
understorey. The forest is characterized by a high crown clo-
sure, non-existence of a pre-ordered spatial tree distribution,
growth stage diversity and multi-layering of the canopy.
B. FIELD REFERENCE DATA
In 2003, field data were collected in the framework of the
monitoring programme in 121 sample plots that are located
on alternate grid points in a systematic grid of 50 m by 50 m.
A follow-up visit was conducted in 2013 to check for any
changes. One plot covers an area of 0.1 ha. Within each
sample plot, tree species, diameter at breast height (DBH)
and tree coordinates were recorded for all trees with DBH
≥ 5 cm [8]. In addition, all trees in the forest reserve with a
DBH above 18 cmwere measured in order to capture all large
trees in the forest reserve. In total, 1543 trees were recorded,
of which a total of 1450 trees were labeled for the seven
species. Tree distribution in the uppercanopy was 27.6%
common beech, 5.5% copper beech, 20.6% pedunculate oak,
4.6% common ash, 8.2% european larch, 28.6% poplar and
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FIGURE 1. Geographical location of Wijnendale forest.
TABLE 1. Training and test samples for remote sensing data.
4.6% sweet chestnut. Around 20% samples were used for
training, the remaining samples were used for testing.
C. REMOTE SENSING DATA
Hyperspectral data was acquired in cloud-free conditions on
the 21th of June 2010 with the Airborne Prism Experiment
(APEX), with the spatial resolution of 1.5 m. The APEX
sensor is the developed imaging spectrometer by a Swiss-
Belgian consortium on behalf of the European Space Agency
(ESA).1 The spectral range of APEX sensor is quite broad,
covering the visible and short wave infrared wavelength
(372 − 2498 nm). The total spectral bands are over 300,
of which 286 spectral bands were used after removing some
noisy bands in the blue part of the electromagnetic spectrum,
1www.apex-esa.org
Figure 2(a) shows three band compositions of original hyper-
spectral data. The radiative transfer model MODTRAN4 [9]
was applied to atmospherically correct the radiance values
to the top of canopy reflectance. Geometric correction was
based on direct georeferencing [16]. Due to sensor problems,
no data was registered in two lines of five pixels.
The LiDAR data (TopoSys sensor Harrier 56) was obtained
45 days later on the 4th of August 2010 with a point den-
sity of 13.81 m2 and point spacing of 0.27 m (using all
returns). A DTM and DSM were derived at a spatial grid
of 0.5 m× 0.5 m. To obtain DSM, we select the maximum
of all pulse returns in each grid, then apply a morphologi-
cal closing filter (with structure element of circular, on size
3 × 3 pixels) on them. We got DTM by using progressive
morphological filter (as proposed in [27]) to remove non-
ground features (e.g. trees) from the LiDAR point cloud. The
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FIGURE 2. Remote sensing data (a) False color image of APEX hyperspectral image; (b) LiDAR data: vegetation height model (the
intensity denotes the height of the tree); (c) Percentile height RGB image of full-waveform LiDAR data at levels 100%, 50%, and 0%.
LiDAR data were processed in LAS format and converted
to a raster grid with a cell size equal to the spatial resolu-
tion of the hyperspectral sensor (1.5 m). Two products were
obtained: a vegetation height model (VHM) and percentile
height (PH) values, see Figure 2(b) and Figure 2(c). The latter
was represented as a multi-band image of 11 PH bands (i.e.
full-waveform LiDAR data). Height percentiles were com-
puted from the terrain corrected point cloud and represent the
height at x% of all vegetation returns. Low height percentiles
(e.g. 10% or 20%) can be good indicators of crown base
height. The crown base height might be a good indicator to
differentiate tree species. The spectra and height profile of
some classes are similar (see Figure 3(a)- 3(b)), challenging
separation of tree species by single data source. Tree heights
range from 5 to 39 meters, with a median height of 26 meters,
see Figure 3(c).
III. METHODOLOGY
The simplest way is to concatenate the different data sources
together as an input for classification (see Fig. 4(b)), similar
as [28]. However, there are some limitations, such as the curse
of dimensionality, excessive computation time, as analyzed
in [29] and [30]. Applying feature reduction techniques on
all the feature sources together does not take into account the
differences in structure of the feature spaces, while dimension
reduction on each feature source may lead to hard decision on
optimizing the dimension combination [30].
HS and LiDAR data contain complementary informa-
tion for the same study area, they have correlations at
different feature levels. Recently, deep learning [39] has
been exploited for joint feature representations. In general,
the goal of deep learning is to learn multiple levels of
features or representations of the data, where higher level
features are derived from lower level features to form a hier-
archical representation. This can be achieved through varia-
tions of the deep learning algorithms, including deep belief
networks (DBNs) [41], stacked autoencoders (SAEs) [39],
and stacked denoising autoencoders (SDAEs) [43], deep
Boltzmann machines (DBMs) [42], convolutional neural net-
works [44], and deep sparse filters (DSFs) [45]. In this paper,
we focus on stacked autoencoder [39] to learn high-level
features of HS and LiDAR, as well as their joint presen-
tation. Autoencoders are unsupervised neural networks (as
well as unsupervised feature learning algorithms) that use
machine learning for the purpose of dimensionality reduction.
Autoencoders can be stacked to form a deep autoencoder
network. Due to its relatively simple structure, SAE has been
effectively adapted to remote sensing image processing and
reported with powerful feature representation capabilities.
Chen et al. [40] combined the spatial features and spectral
information of hyperspectral images with SAE, and achieved
a competitive performance for the classification task. In [46]
and [47], SAE was adapted to fuse multiple features for SAR
image classification. These methods first generate additional
texture features on the original SAR image, then flatten them
into one-dimensional vectors and feed them into SAE after
preprocessing.
Suppose we have training set T = {(x1, y1), · · · , (xn, yn)},
where xi is the ith sample with its label yi. An autoen-
coder (as shown in Figure 5(a)) is a type of neural network
that is widely used for feature learning and dimensionality
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FIGURE 3. Remote sensing data. (a) Mean spectra (solid line), and standard deviation (error bar) with shaded area; (b) Mean height
above the ground (solid line), and standard deviation (error bar) with shaded area; (c) Histogram of reference tree heights for
different species.
FIGURE 4. Joint feature representations. (a) Spectral-spatial features. (b) Feature concentration.
reduction [48]. It takes an input x ∈ RD and first encodes
it to the hidden layer and learns the latent representation
h ∈ Rd using an activation function h = f (Wx + b) with
parameters θ = {W , b}, where f (·) is amapping function such
as sigmod function or tanh function. The latent representation
is then decoded to an output layer, where the input can be
reconstructed by a reversemapping of f : x̂ = f (W ′x+b′) with
θ ′ = {W ′, b′}. The two parameter sets for encoding the input
and decoding the latent representation are usually constrained
with W ′ = W T , i.e., the same weights for both mappings
of input-to-hidden layer and hidden-to-output layer. For each
training pattern xi(∀i ∈ [1, n]), it can be mapped onto its
hidden code hi and its reconstruction x̂i. The parameters can
be optimized, byminimizing the reconstruction error between
input x and reconstruction x̂ through an appropriate cost func-
tion (e.g., mean squared error or cross entropy error) over the
training set. A stacked autoencoder [41] has multiple hidden
layers of neurons between the input and output layers, see
Figure 5(b). A good solution to obtain the optimal parameters
for a SAE is the use of greedy layer-wise training. To obtain
the parameters of the first layer θ1 = {W k1 , bk1}, k ∈ {1, 2},
we take the inputs and feed them into SAE for training,
transforming the raw inputs into a vector consisting of acti-
vation of the hidden units. The vector is then used to train
the second layer and obtain the parameters θ2 = {W k2 , bk2},
k ∈ {1, 2}. The output of each layer is used as the input
for the subsequent layer to complete the pre-training. Fine-
tuning with back propagation is typically explored to ensure
the network converges to a global minimum, improving the
final performances.
A. JOINT FEATURE REPRESENTATION BY DEEP LEARNING
The high dimensionality of the remote sensing data
(especially for hyperspectral data) makes the generation
of neighborhood information (with a sliding window cen-
tered per pixel) exhaustive for computer resources. Besides,
high dimensionality also involves redundancy between the
HS bands. To overcome these problems, feature extraction
(we use PCA: Principal Component Analysis in this paper)
is firstly used to reduce the redundancy as well as the
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FIGURE 5. Structure of autoencoder and stacked autoencoder. (a) A three-layers autoencoder; (b) A stacked autoencoder composed of two
hidden layers (i.e. autoencoders).
FIGURE 6. Joint feature representation by deep learning. The input is the flattened vector of a region centered at a pixel, same as the spatial in 4(a).
(a) Current deep feature fusion framework. (b) Proposed two-stage deep fusion framework.
dimensionality of the hyperspectral data. In particular,
the first 12 principal components were selected (representing
99.8% of the cumulative variance), and then the neighbor-
hood information (a centered pixel with its neighboring pixels
within a sliding window) is generated on these few extracted
features, as shown in Figure 4(a), similar as the approaches
of [36], [40], [46], and [47].
In order to learn joint feature representations from multi-
sensor data by deep learning, current deep fusion methods
typically use the raw data and their additional information
(generated on the raw data) as the pre-trained layers [36],
[40], [46], [47] (Fig. 6(a)). In particular, the outputs of the
first layer vectors are used as the input to train the subsequent
new layer. The representations from the first layer correspond
to local pixel regions, whereas the second or higher layer
features (also called deeper features) model the relation-
ships between them. By learning joint representions through
multiple layers, it becomes easier for the model to learn
invariant information and higher-order correlations between
multi-sensor data.
Due to the simplicity of such deep feature fusion model
(simply concatenate several kinds of raw features together
as the inputs of deep neural network), it is widely used in
remote sensing [36] and [40]. However, the performances of
this deep fusion model may not be better (or even worse) than
using single data source. This is because the element values
of different data sources can be significantly unbalanced
(dimension unbalance), especially for fusion of HS image and
single band DSM, the dimensionality of features from HS
image is more than 500, whereas the dimension of features
from DSM is just 26 (if we use a sliding window with size of
5 × 5). The information contained by different data source
is not equally represented. When calculating the distance
between two vectors (either for mean square errors or sim-
ilarity), the much lower-dimensional features will make less
contribution for the decision of the vector difference, even
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FIGURE 7. Possibility maps of remote sensing images by deep learning. (a) Possibility maps of HS image, possibility channel 1, 3,
5 and 7. (b) Possibility maps of LiDAR image, possibility channel 1, 3, 5 and 7.
though they are more discriminative. Furthermore, Multi-
sensor data are usually with different ranges and standard
deviations (see Figure 3(a) and 3(a)) and that might bias the
training. Last but not the least, the inputs of SAE by stacking
raw data and their neighbors contain redundant information.
Current deep fusion models, either in image processing [51],
[52] or computer vision [50], assume multi-sensor data have
similar dimensions. For fusion of multi-sensor data with
largely unbalanced features, some deep feature fusion meth-
ods produce similar performances as using the raw data,
as discussed in [54].
To overcome the limitations, we propose a two-stage deep
fusion framework to learn joint features of HS and LiDAR
data for tree species mapping, Figure 6(b) shows the pro-
posed flowchart. In particular for the first stage, the proposed
method uses each raw data source and its neighbors (within a
sliding window) as the pre-trained layer (the spectral-spatial
features in Figure 4(a)) of SAE to obtain individual possibility
maps for each data source, the fusion architecture is similar
as [40]. In the second stage, both obtained possibility maps
and their neighbors are concatenated as the inputs of a SAE
to learn the joint feature representation, similar to the method
of [36], but using stacked auto-encoder instead of deep sparse
filters.
This way the element values of different data sources are
much better balanced. The dimensions of both possibility
maps are equal to the number of the tree species (here we have
7 tree species in the remote sensing scene), Figure 7(a)-7(b)
displays some possibility maps obtained by deep learning
on each data source, respectively. Moreover, the intensity
scales of both possibility maps are the same, ranging from
0 to 1. Additionally, the resulting possibility maps obtained
by different data sources have the same statistical meaning,
i.e., larger value (brighter in the possibility maps) of a pixel
in the channel of possibility maps means higher possibility
belonging to the specific class (i.e. the index of possibility
maps).
From the possibility maps, we can see that the distributions
of bright pixels are different from the results of two different
data sources. For example in Figure 7(a)-7(b), those bright
points in the channel 5 of HS possibility maps are much
higher possibility to class 5; whereas in LiDAR possibility
maps, these points may belong to other classes (since their
intensities are relatively smaller). From the average possibil-
ity profile and their error bars in Figure 8(a)-8(b), classes of
‘Ash’, ‘Larch’ and ‘Poplar’ aremuch easier to discriminate by
using the HS image than LiDAR data, as their possibilities are
much higher in their corresponding indexes (around 50%).
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TABLE 2. Classification accuracy (%) using single data source.
FIGURE 8. Possibility maps: Mean possibility profile (solid line) and
standard deviation (error bar) with shaded area of (a) HS image;
(b) full-waveform LiDAR image. Note: Map channel means the dimension
of the possivility maps.
As the inputs of deep neural network, the possibility maps are
more discriminative than by using the raw data, see the raw
spectra and height profile from the raw full-waveformLiDAR
data in Figure 3(a)-3(b). Furthermore, the resulting inputs
contain much less redundant information than raw data.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the proposed fusion method for multi-sensor
remote sensing data classification, we compare the following
schemes:
1) Using the raw data source, e.g., raw APEX hyperspec-
tral image (HS), raw single band LiDAR image (DSM),
raw full-waveform LiDAR image (FuLi).
2) Combining raw data and its neighborhood information,
e.g., APEX HS data (S-HS), single band LiDAR image
(S-DSM), full-waveform LiDAR image (S-FuLi).
3) Stacking several data sources and using them as input
of support vector machine classifiers (SVM), similar
fusion framework as [28].
4) Transferring both hyperspectral and LiDAR data
to PCA domain, PCA features were incrementally
combined and the optimal feature set was selected
based on the best OA [19], named PCAFu.
5) Deep feature fusion methods (Deep SAE), similarly as
[36] and [40].
6) A recent method proposed for hyperspectral tree
species classification by combining LiDAR data [20],
named Mat15. Note that: to make the fair comparison
for all methods, we did not apply post-processing on
the final classification maps.
SVM [55] classifier performs well even with a limited
number of training samples. The SVM classifier with radial
basis function (RBF) kernels in Matlab SVM Toolbox,
LIBSVM [56], is applied in our experiments. We apply a
grid-search on optimizing the parameters of SVM C (the
penalty factor) and γ (the RBF kernel widths) by using
5-fold cross-validation to find the best C within the given
set {10−1, 100, 101, 102, 103} and the best γ within the given
set {10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 100, 101}. In this paper, the parameter
settings of stacked autoencoder are: learning rate 0.1 and
training epochs 2000, 3 layers and 120 hidden units per
layer. The same training samples were used to train both
stages of our proposed method. To quantitatively evaluate
the classification results, we calculate the Overall Accuracy
(OA), the Average Accuracy (AA) and the Kappa coefficient
(κ) over the test samples. OA can be calculated by the num-
ber of well-classified samples divided by the number of all
test samples, AA is sum of accuracy of each class divided
by the number of classes. Kappa can be calculated from
the observed and expected frequencies on the diagonal of
a square contingency table [32]. It measures the percentage
of data values in the main diagonal of the table and then
adjusts these values for the amount of agreement that could
be expected due to chance alone. Table 2 and Table 3 report
the results by using single data sources and fusion of both
data, respectively. We compared the computational cost of
different approaches. All the methods were implemented in
Matlab 2015b. The experiments were carried out on 64-bit,
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TABLE 3. Classification accuracy (%) by fusing HS and LiDAR data.
3.20GHz Intel i7-3930K (4 core) CPU computer with 32-GB
memory. Table 2 and Table 3 report the computational time
of different approaches. The recorded times were consumed
in both training and test stages, including the time consumed
on the parameter determination of some methods (such as
C and γ optimization in SVM, parameters tuning in stacked
autoencoder). We can see that fusion methods based on SVM
schemes are faster than deep learning based fusion methods.
The proposed two-stage produces better results but consumes
more time than deep SAE, due to the parameters tuning in
two stage training of the networks. The consumed time will
increase as the dimensionality increases.
A. SINGLE DATA SOURCE CLASSIFICATION
The results show that for single data source, APEX HS
data produces better OA, AA and κ than either single band
DSMor full-waveformLiDARdata, with 20%-40% improve-
ments in terms of OA. The improvements by using the full-
waveform LiDAR data over single band DSM are significant,
with OA higher than almost 20 percentage points. A digital
surface model (DSM) provides an estimate of the tree canopy
height. Full-waveform LiDAR data have the potential to
provide much richer spatial information about canopy char-
acteristics in three dimensions than single band DSM. This
is because full-waveform airborne laser scanning can model
the vertical structure of vegetation stands [6], by measuring
the time-varying signal of the laser pulse. By integrating the
neighboring information (through a sliding window centered
per pixel), the improvements on classification performance
of each data source are significant, especially for LiDAR
data, with OA improvements of 3%-9% over the raw LiDAR
data. The schemes by using SVM classifier produce similar
accuracies as deep learning schemes for single data source.
From the class-specific accuracies, APEX hyperspectral
data has advantages to discriminate most of classes, espe-
cially for tree species ‘Poplar’ and ‘Copper beech’, with accu-
racies higher than 90%. Raw single band DSM misclassifies
most classes, producing 0% accuracies for ‘Ash’, ‘Larch’,
‘Copper beech’, ‘Chestnut’ and ‘Oak’. For class ‘Beech’,
full-waveform LiDAR data with SVM classifier produces
better accuracy than the other data sources.
B. FUSION OF MULTI-SENSOR DATA FOR CLASSIFICATION
It can be found that single HS or LiDAR data is not sufficient
for a reliable tree species mapping (especially for class 6),
the complementary information for some specific classes is
evident. However, simple fusion of both data sources won’t
always be better than using single data source. For fusion
of single band DSM and HS data, the fusion architecture by
simply stacking HS and LiDAR feature sources as input of
SVM classifier has not significant improvement over using
single HS features. Current deep feature fusion architecture,
similarly as the approaches proposed in [36] and [40], pro-
duces much worse results than using single data source, drop-
ping by 4-6 percentage points compared to using single HS
features. In particular, the performance drops significantly
on tree species ‘Beech’, decreasing from 85.79% (by using
S-FuLi) to 68.33% (by fusion of single DSM and HS data)
and to 77.31% (by fusion of full-waveform LiDAR and HS
data); whereas for class ‘Larch’, the accuracy drops from
87.93% (by using HS with deep learning) to 72.41% (by
fusion of DSM and HS data) and to 55.22% (by fusion of
full-waveform LiDAR and HS data).
Fusion of full-waveform LiDAR data and HS data outper-
forms fusion of DSM and HS data. Compared to the situation
with the fusion of DSM and HS data, the OA of fusing full-
waveform LiDAR and HS data has 2.69%, 1.65%, 2.62%
and 2.69% improvements for SVM scheme, current deep
fusion framework, Mat15 [20] and proposed two-stage deep
fusion method, respectively. The proposed fusion method
takes full advantages of both data sources, while addressing
the shortcomings of each of them, and thus enables better
performances. With the proposed method, the improvements
of OA over SVM scheme, PCAFu [19], current deep fusion
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FIGURE 9. Surface of the OA as a function of the number of the principal
components (PCs) for both hyperspectral and LiDAR data.
framework and Mat15 [20] are around 2%, 3%, 10% and 3%,
respectively.
From Figure 9, it confirms that combining hyperspectral
and LiDAR data will increase the tree species classification
accuracy, as was also reported in [19]. The classification
accuracy will first increase then keep stable as the number
of the principal components of either hyperspectral or LiDAR
data increases. It is not easy to select the optimal combination
of the feature set from multi-source data. PCAFu [19] took
more than two hours to search the optimal combination of
the principal components from hyperspectral and LiDAR
data. However, this combination will change as the training
samples (or training size) change.
C. FUSION FOR ESTIMATION OF TREE SPECIES CROWN
The crown size of tree species is a key parameter in this con-
text as it correlates with the space a tree species occupies. The
changes of the crown size indicates the competition between
tree species in a forest. Several methods have been developed
to estimate the crown size, with many prior knowledges
known in advance [37], [57], [58]. We propose a method to
estimate the diameter of tree species crown, by exploiting
fusion of multi-scale features from hyperspectral and LiDAR
data. Multi-scale features are generated by applying a sliding
window centered at one pixel on both HS and LiDAR data.
The scale size is denoted by the size of sliding widow. Each
tree species has their own diameter, which can be indicated by
the scale size. The size of the sliding window has a significant
influence on neighboring information modeling. On the one
hand, when the window size is too small, the neighborhood
region contains too few samples to properly model the local
spatial information of the centered pixel, failing to discrim-
inate different tree species. On the other hand, if we set the
sliding window size too large, then we might not retrieve the
local spatial information (imagine the case when the window
size set to the size of the whole image). Figure 10(a)- 10(b)
FIGURE 10. Classification accuracy as a function of the sliding window
size. S3 denotes the size of sliding window is 3× 3. (a) SVM classifier.
(b) Deep learning.
shows the performances of different fusion schemes as the
size of sliding window increases.
The results confirm that incorporating spatial information
improves the performances of tree species mapping. It is
very interesting to find that as the size of sliding window
increases, the accuracy first increases then decreases. We can
indicate that the diameters of most tree species crown in HS
scene are around 9-15 meters (note: the spatial resolution of
remote sensing data is 1.5 meters), as it can be seen from
Figure 10(a)- 10(b) that the accuracy reaches the top when
using scale sizes of 3× 3 and 5× 5. The diameters of height
layers (for the crown of most tree species) in full wave-
form LiDAR scene are around 15-21 meters, as we can see
obviously the accuracies keep stable when the scale sizes are
5 × 5 and 7 × 7. Therefore, the fusion method produces the
best result at the scale 5× 5, the complementary information
of both HS and LiDAR data is well exploited at this scale.
It is better to use single feature source (either S-HS or S-
FuLi features) for tree species mapping when the scale size
is larger than the radius of most tree species crown. We can
see that the results by fusing both feature sources decreases
significantly when the scale sizes are larger than 5 × 5,
especially for SVM fusion schema. On the other hand, we can
estimate the diameter of most tree species crown, through
fusion of hyperspectral and LiDAR data.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper exploited deep learning to fuse hyperspectral
and LiDAR data for tree species mapping. In particular,
we developed a two-stage deep learning fusion method for
multi-sensor data fusion. The results on fusion of APEX
hyperspectral and LiDAR data from complex, closed forest
canopies in the western part of Belgium, show that the pro-
posed two-stage deep fusionmethod is effective in integrating
multi-sensor data for classification, with significant improve-
ments over current deep feature fusion architecture [36],
[40], [50]. Full-waveform LiDAR data produced much better
results than single band LiDAR data. Fusion of HS and full-
waveform LiDAR outperforms fusion of HS and single band
LiDAR data. Fusion multi-sensor data by simply stacking all
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data sources together or using current deep fusion architec-
ture won’t always have significant improvements over single
data source, especially for single band LiDAR data.
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